
Copywriting 
Services
For all your copy needs



Some popular blog article formats

Guides Listicles Tutorials

Reviews

How Tos

Definitions

Vs. posts



Investment

Short-form blog post

1 article - upto 1000 words
1 image

Upto 2 rounds of edits
2 days turnaround time

Long-form blog post

1 article - upto 2500 words
Upto 2 images

Upto 2 rounds of edits
4 days turnaround time

The 'inbetweener'

1 article - upto 1500 words
1 image

1 round of edits
43 days turnaround time

Investment: £90 (save £15)Investment: £70 Investment: £150 (save £25)

Want to save more ££? Ask me about my packages!



Always included in my services

SEO OPTIMIZATION

All blogs are delivered with basic SEO
optimization, and carefully crafted to
include essential keywords to maximize
performance on search engines.

TOPIC PITCHING

I will pitch article topics to you after
thorough research on top-performing
topics, and the questions the public
are asking. Alternatively, I can write
on a topic of your choosing.

STRATEGIC HEADLINE
COPY

Each headline is written with SEO
performance in mind, and to enhance
‘clickability’ whilst remaining
authentic to the topic (no click-bait
around here!).

IMAGERY

Upto 3 images will be provided, if
required. These could be stock images,
screenshots, or designs by yours truly,
depending on what’s most appropriate.

INTERNAL LINKS

All blogs will be delivered complete
with links to other products and
content on your website. 

EVERGREEN CONTENT

Unless specifically requested, I
produce only evergreen content. This
means they continue to be relevant
over time. So, it can continue
performing for years after it was
written. Evergreen content also ranks
better on Google.

VALUE OVER WORD COUNT

Though I operate a general guideline
around blog length, I don’t use strict
word counts. That's because value is
measured through the quality of the
content, and results.

TRUE TO YOUR VOICE

It’s important for your brand to remain
consistent. That’s why I become familiar
with your existing content to learn your
voice before beginning the writing process. 

DIGESTIBLE CONTENT

Blog articles are written and
formatted in a clear and digestible
way so as not to overwhelm the
reader, and make them want to stay
on the page and keep reading until
the end.

FREE EDITS

All my packages
include upto 2
rounds of edits.

EDITS AND PROOFREADING

All blogs are delivered already
proofread and edited, and are
therefore free of errors. This
eliminates the need for you to hire a
copy editor.

PUBLICATION

If required, I can
publish the article
to your blog
platform.



Get in touch

Email
carlyhmforsaith@gmail.com

Website
www.thisisyourvibrantlife.com

Instagram
@vibrantwithcarly


